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A VERSION OF GEOMETRIC MOTIVIC INTEGRATION THAT SPECIALIZES TO
p-ADIC INTEGRATION VIA POINT COUNTING
KARL RÖKAEUS
Abstrat. We give a version of geometri motivi integration that speializes to p-adi integration via
point ounting. This has been done before for stable sets, f. [LS03℄; we extend this to more general
sets. The main problem in doing this is that it requires to take limits, hene the measure will have to
take values in a ompletion of K0(Vark)[L
−1]. The standard hoie is to omplete with respet to the
dimension ltration; however, sine the point ounting homomorphism is not ontinuous with respet
to this topology we have to use a stronger one. The rst part of the paper is devoted to dening this
topology; in the seond part we will then see that many of the standard onstrutions of geometri
motivi integration work also in this setting.
1. Introdution
There is a standard theory of geometri motivi integration, developed in [DL99℄ and [DL02℄, and in
[Seb04℄ for the ase of mixed harateristi. In the present paper we give a version of that theory, valid
over any omplete disrete valuation ring, and with the property that it speializes to the Haar measure
on Zdp in the ase when we work over A
d
Zp
. The theory develops along the same lines as the standard
theory of geometri motivi integration. The main dierene is that the geometri motivi measure takes
values in M̂k, i.e., Mk := K0(Vark)[L
−1] ompleted with respet to the dimension ltration; we instead
omplete Mk with respet to a stronger topology. The reason for this is that in the ase when k is nite
we want the point ounting homomorphism to be ontinuous.
Let us quikly outline the theory: Let X be a variety dened over a omplete disrete valuation ring,
whose residue eld is k. As in all theories of geometri motivi integration, we begin by onstruting the
spae of ars on X , denoted X∞. There is a Boolean algebra of stable subsets of X∞. On this algebra one
may dene a measure, taking values in Mk, that speializes to the p-adi measure via point ounting.
This was done in [LS03℄. Next we onstrut a Boolean algebra of measurable subsets of X∞, and a
measure µX on this algebra. The measure of a general measurable set is dened by overing it by stable
sets and using a limiting proess, also in the standard way. Sine one needs to take limits to dene the
measure, it has to take values in a ompletion of Mk. The standard hoie is to use M̂k, the ompletion
with respet to the dimension ltration. Sine the point ounting homomorphism is not ontinuous with
respet to this ltration we have to use a stronger topology.
The onstrution of this topology is based on a previous onstrution, by Ekedahl [Eke07℄, of a topology
onMk with the property that, in ase k is nite, taking the trae of Frobenius on the l-adi ohomology is
ontinuous. By the Lefshetz trae formula, this topology then has the property we want, that the point
ounting homomorphism is ontinuous. However, this topology is probably too strong for our purposes,
in that we are not able to make the denitions of geometri motivi integration work. We therefore have
to modify it slightly, and in order to do this we introdue a partial ordering of Mk. We use K0(Vark) to
denote the ompletion of Mk with respet to the resulting topology. This topology is ne enough for,
in ase k is nite, the point ounting homomorphism to be ontinuous, and still oarse enough for the
standard denitions of geometri motivi integration to work.
The ase that we are partiularly interested in is when the disrete valuation ring is Zp, and X is
an ane spae over Zp. Let W(Fp) be the Witt vetors with oeients in an algebrai losure of
Fp. Suppose that X = A
d
Zp
. Then X∞ an be identied with W(Fp)
d
. Moreover, for every power
of p, q, we have a homomorphism Cq : K0(VarFp) → R indued by ounting Fq-points on Fp-varieties.
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The motivi measure has the property that it speialize to the (normalized) Haar measure, in the sense
that for any measurable set A ⊂ X∞ = W(Fp)
d
we have Cp µX (A) = µHaar(A ∩ Z
d
p). More generally,
Cq µX (A) = µHaar(A∩W(Fq)
d) for any power q of p. (Reall that Zp ⊂W(Fpf ) ⊂W(Fp) is the integers
in the unramied degree f extension of Qp.)
The main reason for us to develop this theory is that we have some expliit p-adi integrals that we want
to ompute in a motivi setting, in order to give an explanation of their behavior. These omputations
are arried out in a forthoming paper, [Rök08a℄
We now give an overview of the paper: In Setion 2 we dene the ompletion of Mk that we work
in, K0(Vark). A ruial property of this topology is that if k = Fp then the ounting homomorphisms
Cpf : K0(VarFp)→ R are ontinuous.
In Setion 3 we dene the ar spae and the motivi measure. The denitions given here are almost
exatly the same as the ones used in the theory of geometri motivi integration, as presented for example
in [Loo02℄ or the appendix of [DL02℄, and in [Seb04℄ for the mixed harateristi ase.
It has to be remarked that this theory has some major shortomings in its present state. Namely,
when the variety has singularities, we are not able to prove that general ylinder sets are measurable (in
partiular, we are not able to prove that the ar spae itself is measurable). That said, we are interested
in utilizing the theory in the ase when X = Ad
Zp
, and in this ase, and more generally for any smooth
variety, everything works well.
Aknowledgment. The author is grateful to Professor Torsten Ekedahl for various suggestions and om-
ments on the paper.
2. Bakground material on different ompletions of Mk
We use Mk to denote K0(Vark)[L
−1]. We use the standard denition of the dimension ltration of
Mk, namely for m ∈ Z dene F
mMk to be the subgroup generated by [X ]/L
r
, where dimX − r ≤ m.
Dene the dimension of x ∈ Mk to be the minimal m (possibly equal to −∞) suh that x ∈ F
mMk. In
the theory of geometri motivi integration one ompletes Mk with respet to this ltration to obtain
M̂k. However, we are working from an arithmeti point of view; we want to dene a theory of motivi
integration for whih the value of a motivi integral an be speialized to the orresponding p-adi one. For
this reason it is natural to demand, in ase k is nite, that the ounting homomorphism is ontinuous.
That this is not the ase in the topology oming from the dimension ltration an be seen from the
following simple example: Let k = Fq and onsider the sequene an = q
n/Ln. We have Cq(an) = 1 for
every n. However, an → 0 as n → ∞, and Cq(0) = 0. Beause of this we are fored to omplete with
respet to a stronger topology. This topology should have the property that its denition is independent
of the base eld, and that if the base eld is nite then the ounting homomorphism is ontinuous.
Let us outline the ontents of this setion: In Subsetion 2.1 we dene a notion of weights on Mk.
This denition is from [Eke07℄, where the author uses it to onstrut a topology on Mk whih has the
property that we want, that the ounting homomorphism is ontinuous. However, this topology is a
bit to strong when we dene the motivi measure, so we have to modify it slightly. For that we use a
partial ordering of Mk, whih we introdue in Subsetion 2.2. Then nally in Subsetion 2.3 we dene
our topology, whih is stronger than the ltration topology, but weaker than the topology from [Eke07℄.
In Subsetion 2.4 we then prove some lemmas on the onvergene of sums, whih will be needed in later
setions.
2.1. Weights on Mk. To dene the topology we use a notion of weights of elements of Mk, rst given
in [Eke07℄. We also refer to [Eke07℄ for the proof that the following is well-dened. For X a separated k-
sheme of nite type, we write Hc(X) for the étale ohomology with ompat support, with Ql-oeients,
of the extension of X to a separable losure of k.
Denition 2.1. We dene the notion of weights of elements in Mk.
• For a sheme X of nite type over the base eld k, dene for every integer n, wn(X) :=∑
i wn
(
Hic(X)
)
, where wn
(
Hic(X)
)
is the dimension of the part of Hic(X) of weight n.
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• For x ∈ K0(Vark), let w
′
n(x) be the minimum of
∑
i|ci|wn(Xi), where
∑
i ci[Xi] runs over all
representations of x as a linear ombination of lasses of shemes.
• For x ∈ K0(Vark), dene wn(x) := limi→∞ w
′
n+2i(xL
i).
• Finally, extend wn to Mk by wn(x/L
i) := wn+2i(x).
Example 2.2. Hic(A
1
k) is equal to Ql(−1), the ylotomi representation, if i = 2, and zero otherwise.
From this one dedues that
wn(L
i) =
{
1 if n = 2i
0 otherwise.
The weight has the properties that it is subadditive, wn(x±y) ≤ wn(x)+wn(y), and submultipliative,
wn(xy) ≤
∑
i+j=n wi(x)wj(y).
We next dene the onept of uniform polynomial growth, introdued in [Eke07℄.
Denition 2.3. We say that a sequene of elements of Mk, (ai)i∈N, is of uniform polynomial growth
if there exists onstants l, C and D, independent of i and with the property that for every integer n,
wn(ai) ≤ C|n|
l +D.
One derives the following lemma from the fats that the the weight funtions is subadditiv and sub-
multipliative. The details are in [Eke07℄.
Lemma 2.4. Being of uniform polynomial growth is losed under termwise addition, subtration and
multipliation: If (ai) and (bi) are of uniform polynomial growth, then so are (ai ± bi) and (aibi).
2.2. The partial ordering of Mk. Before we an dene our topology we also need a partial ordering
on Mk.
Denition 2.5. We introdue an ordering on Mk in the following way: First on K0(Vark) we dene
x ≤ y if there exists varieties Vi suh that x+
∑
[Vi] = y. (Equivalently there exists a variety V suh that
x + [V ] = y.) We extend it to Mk by x/L
i ≤ y/Lj if there exists an n suh that xLj+n ≤ yLi+n. (We
see that L−1 > 0.)
In partiular, if x is a linear ombination of varieties, with positive oeients, then x > 0.
To work with this denition we need the following struture result about Mk. The rst part follows
from [Ni08℄, Corollary 2.11. The seond part is proved similarly, alternatively, a proof is given in
[Rök08b℄, Example 2.6.
Lemma 2.6. Let ni be non-negative integers and let Xi be k-varieties. Let x =
∑
i ni[Xi] ∈ Mk. If
x = 0 then ni = 0 for every i. And if x ∈ F
mMk, then [Xi] ∈ F
mMk for every i.
Lemma 2.7. The ordering given above is a partial ordering of Mk.
Proof. The only nontrivial thing to prove is antisymmetry. Suppose rst that x ≤ y and y ≤ x, where
x, y ∈ K0(Vark). Then x = y+
∑
i[Ui] and y = x+
∑
i[Vi], giving together
∑
i[Vi] +
∑
j [Uj ] = 0. Lemma
2.6 now shows that [Vi] = [Ui] = 0 for every i.
If instead x/Li ≤ y/Lj and x/Li ≥ y/Lj in Mk then for some n, L
j+nx ≤ Li+ny and Lj+nx ≥ Li+ny
in K0(Vark). It follows from the rst part that L
j+nx = Li+ny ∈ K0(Vark), hene that x/L
i = y/Lj ∈
Mk. 
Given a variety X , every onstrutible subset of U ⊂ X an be written as a nite disjoint union of
loally losed subsets, U =
⋃
i Ui. Sine suh a subset has a unique struture of a redued subsheme
we an take its lass [Ui] ∈ K0(Vark), hene the lass of U is [U ] =
∑
i[Ui] ∈ K0(Vark). Also, if V ⊂ U ,
then V =
⋃
i Vi, where Vi is loally losed and Vi ⊂ Ui. Here Vi is losed in the subspae topology on Ui,
hene [Ui] − [Vi] = [Ui \ Vi] ≥ 0. Consequently, [U ]− [V ] =
∑
i[Ui \ Vi] ≥ 0, whih we state as the rst
part of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. If U and V are onstrutible subsets of a variety, suh that V ⊂ U , then [V ] ≤ [U ].
Moreover, if V ⊂
⋃n
i=1 Ui then [V ] ≤
∑n
i=1[Ui].
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Proof. For the seond part, when n = 2 we have [V ] ≤ [U1 ∪ U2] = [U1] + [U2]− [U1 ∩ U2] ≤ [U1] + [U2].
The general statement follows by indution on n. 
Lemma 2.9. Let x, a, b ∈ Mk. If a ≤ x ≤ b then dimx ≤ max{dima, dim b}.
Proof. There are varieties X and Y suh that x = a + [X ] and b = x + [Y ]. This shows that b − a =
[X ] + [Y ]. By Lemma 2.6, dim[X ] ≤ dim(b − a). Hene dimx = dim(a+ [X ]) ≤ max{dim a, dim[X ]} ≤
max{dim a, dim(b − a)} ≤ max{dim a, dim b}. 
2.3. The topology on Mk. We now dene our topology on Mk, by speifying what it means for a
sequene to onverge. Sine we work in a group it sues to tell what it means for a sequene to onverge
to zero.
Denition 2.10. Let (xi) be a sequene of elements in Mk.
• We say that xi is strongly onvergent to 0 if it is of uniform polynomial growth and dimxi → −∞.
• xi onverges to zero, xi → 0, if there are sequenes ai and bi that onverges to zero strongly, and
suh that ai ≤ xi ≤ bi.
• (xi) is Cauhy if xi − xj → 0 when i, j →∞.
We dene a topology on Mk by stipulating that a subset is losed if it ontains all its limit points with
respet to this notion of onvergene.
One proves that this is a topologial ring. It then follows immeditly that if a sequene of elements in
Mk is onvergent then it is Cauhy. Moreover, we have the property that if xi ≤ yi ≤ zi and if xi and
zi tends to zero, then yi tends to zero, a fat that we will use without further notie.
We ompare this to the standard topology on Mk:
Lemma 2.11. If a sequene is onvergent (respetively Cauhy), then it is onvergent (respetively
Cauhy) with respet to the dimension ltration. In partiular, our topology is stronger than the di-
mension topology.
Proof. Let the sequene be xi be onvergent to zero. There are sequenes ai and bi strongly onvergent
to zero and suh that ai ≤ xi ≤ bi. By Lemma 2.9, dimxi ≤ max{dim ai, dim bi} and it follows that
dimxi → −∞. 
In partiular, if we know that a sequene xn is onvergent then xn → 0 if and only if dimxn → −∞.
We are now ready to give the ompletion that let the motivi integral speialize to the orresponding
p-adi integral. We dene K0(Vark), the ompletion of Mk, in the following way: Consider the set of
Cauhy sequenes in Mk. This is a ring under termwise addition and multipliation, whih one proves
using Lemma 2.4. Moreover it has a subset onsisting of those sequenes that onverges to zero, and it
is straight forward to prove that this subset is an ideal. We dene K0(Vark) to be the quotient by this
ideal. Moreover we have a ompletion map Mk → K0(Vark) that takes x to the image of the onstant
sequene (x). We state this as a formal denition:
Denition 2.12. K0(Vark) is the ring of Cauhy sequenes modulo the ideal of those sequenes that
onverges to zero.
For any sequene (xi) of elements ofMk whih is Cauhy with respet to dimension, dimxi is eventually
onstant, or it onverges to −∞. Also, given n, wn(xi) is eventually onstant. If x = (xi) ∈ K0(Vark),
dene dimx and wn(x) to be these onstant values. These funtions keep there basi properties, e.g.,
subadditivity for wn. We may then extend the onept of being of uniform polynomial growth toK0(Vark).
Moreover, we let (xi) ≤ (yi) if for some i0, xi ≤ yi for every i ≥ i0. We dene the topology on K0(Vark)
in the same way as on Mk, by saying that a sequene onverges to zero if and only if it is bounded from
above and below by sequenes strongly onvergent to zero. The following result justies the fat that we
refer to K0(Vark) as the ompletion of Mk.
Lemma 2.13. The ompletion map Mk → K0(Vark) is ontinuous and K0(Vark) is omplete, in the
sense that any Cauhy sequene onverges. Moreover, the image of Mk is dense in K0(Vark)
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Proof. We prove that for any x = (xj)j∈N ∈ K0(Vark) we have xi → x as i → ∞. This will show that
any Cauhy sequene of elements in Mk onverges and that Mk is dense in K0(Vark). For this we have
to prove that yi := xi − x = (xi − xj)j∈N → 0 as i→∞.
There are two sequenes aij and bij whih are strongly onvergent to zero as i, j →∞, and suh that
aij ≤ xi − xj ≤ bij . Hene (aij)j∈N ≤ yi ≤ (bij)j∈N. We prove that (aij)j tends strongly to zero as
i→∞: The dimension of (aij)j is dim ai,f(i), where f(i) is some suiently large integer whih we may
and will assume is greater than i. Moreover, wn((aij)j) = wn(ai,g(i)) for some g(i). Sine aij is strongly
onvergent, dim ai,f(i) → −∞ as i→∞, and wn(ai,g(i)) ≤ C|n|
l +D for every i. 
Let M̂k be the ompletion of Mk with respet to the dimension ltration. We have an injetive,
ontinuous homomorphism K0(Vark)→ M̂k so we may think of K0(Vark) as a subring of M̂k, although
its topology is stronger than the subspae topology.
Example 2.14. By Example 2.2 and subadditivity, wn(
∑j
m=i L
−m) ≤ 1 for every i, j. Furthermore
dimL−m → −∞ as m→∞. Together this shows that the sequene (
∑N
m=0 L
−m)N is Cauhy, hene that
the sum
∑
m∈N L
−m
is onvergent in K0(Vark). In the same way one sees that L
−m
onverges (strongly)
to zero, hene letting N tend to innity in the equality (1−L−1)(
∑N
m=0 L
−m) = 1−L−(N+1) shows that∑
m∈N L
−m = 1/(1 − L−1) ∈ K0(Vark). In partiular, sine also L is invertible, it follows that L − 1 is
invertible.
Similarly one proves that if {ei}i∈N is a sequene of integers suh that ei → ∞, then
∑
i∈N L
−ei
is
onvergent.
Remark 2.15. The main reason for us to use this ompletion is that it makes the point ounting ho-
momorphism well behaved. In [Eke07℄ the author uses an even stronger topology, using only sequenes
strongly onvergent, to obtain K0
pol
(Vark). In K0
pol
(Vark) the point ounting homomorphism is ontin-
uous. However, the topology of K0
pol
(Vark) is little bit to strong for our purposes; it does not allow us
to dene the motivi measure (Denition 3.3). However, in K0
pol
(Vark) point ounting an be made
by omputing the trae of Frobenius; the Euler harateristi is ontinuous, a property that we have to
sarie in K0(Vark). For a more thorough disussion of this, see [Rök08b℄.
When k is nite, this topology makes the point ounting homomorphism ontinuous:
Denition-Lemma 2.16. For k = Fq, dene Cq : K0(Vark) → Z by [X ] 7→ |X(k)|. It is a ring
homomorphism and it extends to a homomorphism Mk → Q, ontinuous with respet to the above
onstruted topology. It hene extends by ontinuity to a ontinuous homomorphism Cq : K0(Vark)→ R.
Proof. In [Eke07℄ it is proved that Cq is ontinuous with respet to the topology of K0
pol
(Vark), i.e.,
if an → 0 strongly then Cq an → 0. Now, if xn → 0 then there are sequenes an and bn suh that
an ≤ xn ≤ bn and an, bn → 0 strongly. Sine Cq an ≤ Cq xn ≤ Cq bn it follows that Cq xn → 0,
onsequently Cq is ontinuous. 
2.4. Various lemmas on the onvergene of series. We ollet here some lemmas that will be needed
when working with this denition.
Lemma 2.17. Suppose that xi ≤ yi ≤ zi. If
∑
i∈N xi and
∑
i∈N zi are onvergent, then so is
∑
i∈N yi.
Moreover,
∑
i∈N xi ≤
∑
i∈N yi ≤
∑
i∈N zi.
Proof. We have
∑n
i=m xi ≤
∑n
i=m yi ≤
∑n
i=m zi, and sine
∑n
i=m xi → 0 and
∑n
i=m zi → 0 asm,n→∞,
it follows that
∑n
i=m yi is bounded from above and below by sequenes strongly onvergent to zero, hene
it onverges to zero. So (
∑N
i=0 yi)N is Cauhy, the sum is onvergent. The seond assertion follows by
denition, sine it holds for eah partial sum. 
Note that if xi ≤ yi ≤ zi it does not follow that yi is onvergent when xi and zi are.
Let ai ∈ K0(Vark). In general it is not true that
∑
ai is onvergent if and only if ai → 0, a property
that holds for M̂k. However, some of the onsequenes of this are true in a speial ase:
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Lemma 2.18. If ai ≥ 0 for every i and if
∑
i ai is onvergent then every rearrangement of the sum is
onvergent, and to the same limit.
Proof. If (bi)i∈N is a rearrangement of (ai)i∈N then, for some Nn, the elements b0, . . . , bn are among
a0, . . . , aNn . Therefore
∑
i≤Nn
(bi − ai) is an alternating sum of aj , with j > n. Sine every ai ≥ 0, this
sum is between −
∑M
j=n+1 ai and
∑M
j=n+1 ai for some M . Sine
∑
i∈N ai is Cauhy, both these sums tend
to 0 as n tends to ∞. Hene
∑
i∈N(bi − ai) = 0. 
For this reason, we will write
∑
i,j∈N aij to mean the sum over some unspeied enumeration of N
2
.
Lemma 2.19. Assume that all aij ≥ 0. If the sum
∑
i,j∈N aij is onvergent then the same holds for∑
i∈N
∑
j∈N aij , and the two sums are equal.
Proof. For every i ∈ N, it follows from Lemma 2.17, and the onvergene of
∑
i,j∈N aij , that
∑
j∈N aij is
onvergent. We then have ∑
i≤n
∑
j∈N
aij −
∑
i,j≤n
aij =
∑
i≤n
∑
j>n
aij
=
∑
j>n
∑
i≤n
aij ,
Now
∑
j∈N(
∑j
i=0 aij) is onvergent, beause of Lemma 2.17 and sine every rearrangement of
∑
i,j∈N aij
is. Hene limn→∞
∑
j>n(
∑
i≤n aij) = 0 (beause if
∑
i∈N bi = b then
∑
i>n bi = b −
∑
i≤n bi → 0). The
result follows. 
Lemma 2.20. Suppose that ai ≥ 0, bi ≥ 0. The sum
∑
n∈N
∑
i+j=n aibj is onvergent if and only if∑
i∈N ai
∑
i∈N bi is. In this ase they are equal.
Proof. ( ∑
0≤i≤N
ai
)( ∑
0≤i≤N
bi
)
−
∑
0≤n<N
∑
i+j=n
aibj =
∑
I(N)
aibj,
where I(N) is a set of indies (i, j), all of whih i + j ≥ N . Now, sine every ai and bi is ≥ 0, it follows
that 0 ≤
∑
I(N) aibj ≤
∑
n≥N
∑
i+j=n aibj for every N . Sine
∑
n∈N(
∑
i+j=n aibj) is Cauhy it follows
that
∑
n≥N
∑
i+j=n aibj → 0 as N →∞, hene
∑
I(N) aibj → 0. 
Lemma 2.21. If ai ≥ 0, bi ≥ 0, and if
∑
i∈N ai and
∑
i∈N bi are onvergent, then
∑
i∈N aibi is onvergent
and ≤
∑
i∈N ai
∑
i∈N bi.
Proof. Lemma 2.20 shows that
∑
n∈N(
∑
i+j=n aibj) is onvergent. Sine anbn ≤
∑
i+j=2n aibj, and
0 ≤
∑
i+j=2n+1 aibj it hene follows from Lemma 2.17 that
∑
i∈N aibi is onvergent, and less than or
equal to
∑
n∈N(
∑
i+j=n aibj). 
3. Definition of the motivi measure
Before we start, let us remark that all the denitions in this setion are the standard ones, used in
the appendix of [DL02℄, in [Loo02℄ and in [Seb04℄. (There are some minor dierenes between these
expositions; in these ases we have followed the path of [Loo02℄. In partiular, our ar spaes will be
sets, rather than shemes or formal shemes.) However, sine we use a stronger topology, the proofs that
everything works is slightly dierent, even though they are based on the orresponding existing proofs. In
the end of the setion we also prove that we now have the property that we want, that we may speialize
to p-adi integration via point ounting.
Given a omplete disrete valuation ring, let D be its spetrum and k its residue eld. Given a sheme
X over D, of nite type and of pure relative dimension d, dene Xn to be the nth Greenberg variety over
k. In the mixed harateristi ase, Xn is haraterized by the property that if R is a k-algebra then
Xn(R) = X
(
Wn(R)
)
, where W is the Witt vetors. In the equal harateristi ase, Xn is haraterized
by the property that if R is a k-algebra then Xn(R) = X (R[T ]/(t
n)
)
. Fix an algebrai losure k of
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k and dene X∞ to be the projetive limit of the sets Xn(k). For k ⊂ K ⊂ k, dene X∞(K) to be
lim
←−
Xn(K) ⊂ X∞. We are going to dene the measure of ertain subsets of X∞.
We say that a subset S ⊂ Xn(k) is onstrutible if there are a nite number of loally losed subshemes
Vi ⊂ Xn suh that S =
⋃
i Vi(k), where the Vi are mutually disjoint.
If A ⊂ X∞, then it is a ylinder if the following holds: For some n, pin(A) is onstrutible in Xn(k), and
dened over k, and A = pi−1n pin(A). In this ase there are subshemes Vi ⊂ Xn suh that pin(A) =
⋃
i Vi(k);
we dene [pin(A)] :=
∑
i[Vi] ∈ K0(Vark).
If, in addition, for all m ≥ n, the projetion pim+1(A) → pim(A) is a pieewise trivial bration, with
ber an ane spae of dimension d, then we say that A is a stable ylinder, or just that it is stable.
(Every ylinder is stable in ase X is smooth.)
If A is stable we see that dimpim(A)−md is independent of the hoie of m ≥ n, dene the dimension
of A to be this number.
We also see that µ˜X (A) := [pim(A)]L
−md ∈ Mk is independent of the hoie of m ≥ n. This is an
additive measure on the set of stable subsets. We want to dene a measure on a bigger olletion of
subsets of X∞. We will use the standard onstrution, exept that we let the measure take values in
K0(Vark) instead of M̂k. So let µX (A), the measure of A, be the image of µ˜X (A) in K0(Vark). Note that
dimµX (A) = dimA.
Example 3.1. The ase that we are partiularly interested in is when D = SpecZp (so k = Fp) and
X = Ad
Zp
. Then
X∞ = lim
←−
Ad
Zp
(
Wn(k)
)
= W(k)d.
We see that X∞(k) = Z
d
p. By the standard onstrution of the (normalized) Haar measure on Z
d
p we
see that if A is stable then µHaar(A ∩ Z
d
p) = Cp(µX (A)) ( f. [LS03℄, Lemma 4.6.2). Below we dene
a onept of measurability of subsets of X∞, for general X , in suh a way that in the speial ase when
X = Ad
Zp
, if A ⊂ X∞ is measurable then µHaar(A ∩ Z
d
p) = Cp(µX (A)).
We sum up the above observations in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. The set of stable subsets of X∞ form a Boolean ring on whih µX is additive. Moreover,
if X = Ad
Zp
and A ⊂ X∞ is stable, then µHaar(A ∩ Z
d
p) = Cp(µX (A)).
We next extend the motivi measure to a bigger olletion of subsets: We want to do this in a way
similar to that of the ordinary Haar measure. The problem is that the standard onstrution involves
taking sup or inf, whih we annot do in K0(Vark). We therefore use the same method as is used in
[Loo02℄, exept that we use K0(Vark) instead of M̂k:
Denition 3.3. The subset A ⊂ X∞ is measurable if the following holds:
• For every positive integer m, there exists a stable subset Am ⊂ X∞ and a sequene of stable
subsets (Cmi ⊂ X∞)
∞
i=1, with
∑
i µX (C
m
i ) onvergent, suh that A∆Am ⊂
⋃
iC
m
i .
• limm→∞
∑
i µX (C
m
i ) = 0.
The measure of A is then dened to be µX (A) := limm→∞ µX (Am).
Remark 3.4. This denition works well when X is smooth, sine in that ase all ylinders are sta-
ble. In the general ase, it is probably better to rst dene the measure of an arbitrary ylinder A as
lime→∞ µX (X
(e)
∞ ∩ A) ∈ K0(Vark), where X
(e)
∞ = X∞ \ pi
−1
e
(
(Xsing)e
)
, and then replae stable sets with
ylinders in the denition of a measurable set. However, sine we are not able to prove that this limit
exists in general, we use the present denition, whih in any ase works for our purposes.
To prove that this is well-dened we will use the following well known lemma (f. Lemma 3.5.1 in
[LS03℄).
Lemma 3.5. Let A ⊂ X∞ be stable. Then every ountable overing of A with stable subsets Ci has a
nite subovering.
Proposition 3.6. The notion of measureability of subsets of X∞ is well-dened. The measurable subsets
form a Boolean ring on whih µX is additive.
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Proof. We rst prove that the limit exists. For this we have to prove that the sequene (µX (Am))
∞
m=1
is Cauhy. Sine Am and Am′ are stable, µX (Am ∆Am′) = µX (Am) − µX (Am′) + 2µX (Am′ \ Am).
Moreover, µX (Am′ \Am) ≥ 0 so it follows that µX (Am)−µX (Am′) ≤ µX (Am∆Am′). Next, Am∆Am′ ⊂⋃
iC
m
i ∪ C
m′
i . By Lemma 3.5 a nite number of the C
m
i ∪ C
m′
i sues, hene the right hand side is
stable so µX (Am ∆Am′) ≤ µX (
⋃N
i=0 C
m
i ∪ C
m′
i ). From Lemma 2.8 we then see that µX (Am ∆Am′) ≤∑N
i=0
(
µX (C
m
i ) + µX (C
m′
i )
)
. Hene
µX (Am)− µX (Am′) ≤
N∑
i=0
(
µX (C
m
i ) + µX (C
m′
i )
)
.
Similarly, −
∑N
i=0
(
µX (C
m
i ) + µX (C
m′
i )
)
≤ µX (Am) − µX (Am′). Sine, by assumption,
∑N
i=0 µX (C
m
i )
onverges to zero as m tends to innity, it follows that µX (Am)− µX (Am′) is bounded from above and
below by sequenes strongly onvergent to zero.
Next, suppose that A∆Bm ⊂
⋃
iD
m
i is another sequene that denes µX (A). In the same way as above
we see that for someN , −
∑N
i=0
(
µX (C
m
i )+µX (D
m
i )
)
≤ µX (Am)−µX (Bm) ≤
∑N
i=0
(
µX (C
m
i )+µX (D
m
i )
)
,
hene µX (Am)− µX (Bm)→ 0 as m→∞. 
The following proposition is sometimes useful when proving that a set is measurable.
Proposition 3.7. Let A =
⋃
i∈NAi, where the Ai are stable and the sum
∑
i∈N µX (Ai) is onvergent.
Then A is measurable and µX (A) = limn→∞ µX (
⋃
i≤n Ai). If furthermore the Ai are pairwise disjoint,
then µX (A) =
∑
i∈N µX (Ai).
Proof. We have A∆
⋃
i≤n Ai =
⋃
i>n Ai. Here
∑
i>n µX (Ai) is onvergent sine
∑
i∈N µX (Ai) is, and
it then follows that limn→∞
∑
i>n µX (Ai) = limn→∞
(∑
i∈N µX (Ai) −
∑
i≤n µX (Ai)
)
=
∑
i∈N µX (Ai) −
limn→∞
∑
i≤n µX (Ai) = 0. Therefore, by denition, A is measurable and µX (A) = limn→∞ µX (
⋃
i≤nAi).
In the ase when the Ai are disjoint we have µX (
⋃
i≤nAi) =
∑
i≤n µX (Ai), hene µX (A) =
∑
i∈N µX (Ai).

We will use the following lemma to apply the proposition.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that Ai ⊂ Bi ⊂ X∞ are stable. If
∑
i∈N µX (Bi) is onvergent, then so is∑
i∈N µX (Ai).
Proof. For some n, both Ai and Bi are stable of level n. We have pin(Ai) ⊂ pin(Bi), hene by Lemma
2.8, [pin(Ai)] ≤ [pin(Bi)]. Therefore 0 ≤ µX (Ai) ≤ µX (Bi), it follows from Lemma 2.17 that the sum is
onvergent. 
The following proposition shows that this denition generalizes the p-adi measure.
Proposition 3.9. Let X = Ad
Zp
. When A ⊂ X∞ is measurable we have µHaar(A ∩ Z
d
p) = Cp(µX (A)).
Proof. By denition, we have that Cp µX (A) = Cp limm→∞ µX (Am). Sine Cp is ontinuous, this equals
limm→∞Cp µX (Am) = limm→∞ µHaar(Am ∩ Z
d
p). If we now an show that µHaar
(
(A∆Am) ∩ Z
d
p
)
→ 0
whenm→∞, then by standard measure theory it follows that limm→∞ µHaar(Am∩Z
d
p) = µHaar(A∩Z
d
p),
and we are done.
Sine (A∆Am) ∩ Z
d
p ⊂ (
⋃
i C
m
i ) ∩ Z
d
p it sues to show that limm→∞
∑
i µHaar(C
m
i ∩ Z
d
p) = 0. Now
this equals limm→∞
∑
iCp µX (C
m
i ). Using two times the fat that Cp is ontinuous, together with the
assumption on the Ci gives that this equals Cp limm→∞
∑
i µX (C
m
i ) = Cp 0 = 0 
We next dene the integrals of funtions X∞ → K0(Vark).
Denition 3.10. Let the funtion f : X∞ → K0(Vark) have measurable bers and the property that the
sum
∑
a∈K0(Vark)
µX (f
−1(a))a is onvergent, (in partiular it has only ountably many nonzero terms).
We then say that f is integrable and we dene
∫
fdµX to be the above limit.
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If A ⊂ X∞, let χA be the harateristi funtion of A and dene
∫
A
fdµX :=
∫
f · χAdµX . If
∫
A
fdµX
and
∫
B
fdµX exists and A and B are disjoint then
∫
A∪B
fdµX exists and is equal to
∫
A
fdµX +
∫
B
fdµX
(By the denition, sine limxn + lim yn = lim(xn + yn) holds by denition of addition in ring of Cauhy
sequenes.)
Proposition 3.11. Let X = Ad
Zp
. If A ⊂ X∞ is measurable and if f : X∞ → K0(Vark) is integrable, then
Cp
∫
A
fdµX =
∫
A∩Zdp
Cp ◦fdµHaar.
Proof. As we have set things up, this is straight forward:
Cp
∫
A
fdµX =Cp
∑
a∈K0(Vark)
µX (f
−1a ∩ A)a
=
∑
a∈K0(Vark)
µHaar(f
−1a ∩ A ∩ Zdp)Cp a
=
∑
r∈R
µHaar
(
(Cp ◦f)
−1r ∩A ∩ Zdp
)
r
=
∫
A∩Zdp
Cp ◦fdµHaar. 
We illustrate this with an example:
Example 3.12. Let X = A1
Zp
. Dene the funtion |·| : X∞ → K0(VarFp) as x 7→ L
− ord x
. In a forthom-
ing paper [Rök08a℄ we will prove that∫
X∞
|X2 + 1|dµX = 1− [SpecFp[X ]/(X
2 + 1)] 1
L+1 ∈ K0(VarFp).
This integral has the property that for every power of p, Cq
∫
X∞
|X2 + 1|dµX =
∫
W(Fq)
|X2 + 1|pdX.
So by omputing the motivi integral we have simultaneously omputed the orresponding integral over
W(Fq), for every power of p. In this example, if p ≡ 1 (mod 4) then −1 is a square in Fp and hene
Fp[X ]/(X
2 + 1) = F2p. So
∫
X∞
|X2 + 1|dµX = 1 −
2
L+1 , showing that for every power of p we have∫
W(Fq)
|X2 + 1|pdX = (q − 1)/(q + 1).
If instead p ≡ 3 (mod 4) then −1 is a non-square in Fq and Fp[X ]/(X
2 + 1) = Fp2 . So
∫
X∞
|X2 +
1|dµX = 1− [SpecFp2 ]
1
L+1 , showing that∫
W(Fq)
|X2 + 1|pdX =
{
1 if q = p2m+1
(q − 1)/(q + 1) if q = p2m
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